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Good morning. Secretary Violet, thank you very much for the warm introduction and to you and Alecia Barton and the whole team who work in the energy and
environmental affairs space here in the commonwealth. Thank you so much for your leadership. My only regret being back in this wonderful facility is that that
great little stepping stool was removed – Feel free to bring it back by the way. Never mind.

Secretary Kerry, Foreign Secretary Hammond, it’s a great honor to be in your presence and to welcome you, Secretary Kerry, home and Secretary Hammond to
this extraordinary facility, which by the way was made possible by an investment – a significant investment – by Obama Administration through the stimulus bill
and we have former Senator Kerry to thank for his role moving that forward. Thank you.

It’s also a great honor for me personally to welcome back to Massachusetts Ambassador Westmaccot. Very nice to see you and to say hello this morning to our
friend and partner Council General Kitchens. And a warm welcome to all of the members of the UK delegation. This administration has consistently governed with
an eye to the next generation. How we — excuse me, Senator Pacheco is here as well. Excuse me Senator for not involving you. Excuse me. The senator will
confirm we have worked in partnership with the legislature on policies and practices that are beyond the next election cycle, but instead about the next
generation.

How do we do and make decisions right now that we know will leave our community, our commonwealth, our world better? That’s the strategy behind our
investments in education, in innovation and in infrastructure. That is what we believe generational responsibility is all about. That’s also the spirit of course of
which we’ve worked to address the multiple threats of climate change. We are experiencing stronger storms, more extreme temperatures, and altogether more
disruptive weather, all of which present challenges to public health and safety, our economic vitality and our overall quality of life.

So for the last eight years, we’ve worked together -- the government and the private sector, ordinary citizens and the many, many of you in this room and many
others. With our many advocates of the environment – to change behavior, develop new technologies and invest in a burgeoning industry around clean and
alternative energy. And I hope you appreciate just how much progress we have all made together.

Massachusetts today is number one in America in energy efficiency and have been for the last three years. We have a 35 times increase in wind generation in
the last eight years. A 200 times increase in solar generation in the last eight years.

 Cape wind is on the verge of starting its construction as the first offshore wind farm in America, and you know I do like firsts. I realize that seems like a, what is
it, paltry statement compared to how far along the United Kingdom is in off shore wind, but we have to start somewhere and we think starting somewhere in the
United States is starting right here in Massachusetts.  

Our emissions are down. By the way employment is up and this is a key point. There’s been a 47 percent increase in jobs in the clean tech space in the last
eight years. Nearly 100,000 people work in clean and alternative energy and energy efficiency in the commonwealth. This is no niche sector of our economy; this
is a powerhouse and one of the reasons why we have emerged faster and stronger than many of the states in this nation.

Some of you may know, I hope you all do, that Secretary Kerry has a long history in support of climate negotiations, legislation and advocacy going all the way
back to his heling to organize the first Earth Day in Massachusetts in 1970. Since being sworn in as Secretary of State, he has elevated the issue of climate
change so that it has a central part in our own foreign policy and in our relationship with nations around the world.

That’s wisdom because climate change is a global challenge, and it will require a global solution and we have a global leader as key ally in that work.

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is my great honor to present to you United States Secretary of State, John Kerry.
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